Suits

- Squirtgun
- Skateboard
- Shovel
- Glue
- Crown
- Book
- Coin

(Can be treated as any suit)

Things

- ?
- Fort
- Cards in Lookout
- Resources in Pack

Any One Suit

Modifiers

- X
- Then
- -1
- +1

Per
Pay one less resource
Pay one more resource

Actions

- Add a Toy to your Stuff
- Add a Pizza to your Stuff
- Add a Pizza or Toy to your Stuff
- Add copy of your Pack to your Stuff
- Add copy of a rival’s Pack to your Stuff
- Pay resources to increase your Fort Level

- Move a resource from your Stuff to your Pack
- Add a card from your hand to your Lookout
- Trash a card in your hand or your discard pile
- Trash this card
- Trash a card in a rival’s Yard
- Score a victory point

- Pay a Toy from your Stuff or Pack
- Pay a Pizza from your Stuff or Pack
- Convert a Toy to Pizza, or convert a Pizza to a Toy
- Recruit a card
Suits

Squirtgun  Skateboard  Shovel  Glue  Crown  Book  Coin
(Can be treated as any suit)

Things

Any One Suit  Fort Level  Cards in Lookout  Resources in Pack

Modifiers

Per  Then  Pay one less resource  Pay one more resource

Actions

Add a Toy to your Stuff  Add a Pizza to your Stuff  Add a Pizza or Toy to your Stuff  Add copy of your Pack to your Stuff  Add copy of a rival’s Pack to your Stuff  Pay resources to increase your Fort Level

Move a resource from your Stuff to your Pack  Add a card from your hand to your Lookout  Trash a card in your hand or your discard pile  Trash this card  Trash a card in a rival’s Yard  Score a victory point

Pay a Toy from your Stuff or Pack  Pay a Pizza from your Stuff or Pack  Convert a Toy to Pizza, or convert a Pizza to a Toy  Recruit a card
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